
vP-internal position of i/ka-marked DPs 

The issue  Exhaustive and non-exhaustive i/ka-marked DPs in Korean seem to occupy the same 

position in syntax; i/ka-marked DP in (1b) can be interpreted as either exhaustive or non-

exhaustive. In this paper, I argue that exhaustive i/ka-marked DPs and non-exhaustive i/ka-marked 

DPs occupy two distinct positions at LF and at the surface. 

Asymmetry at LF Carlson (1989) observes that simple intransitive sentences cannot be given the 

generic reading when the subject is given the existential reading (1a). This is expected if generic 

sentences involve quantification. Assuming that quantification fails without a variable to bind at 

the restrictor (Kratzer 1995), (1a) will not be allowed the generic reading with the existential 

subject, as existential subjects are mapped into the scope (Diesing 1992). Similarly, in Korean, 

simple intransitive sentences are only allowed the non-generic reading when the subject is non-

generic, compare (1bi) and (1bii). However, the generic(GEN) reading become available when the 

subject is exhaustive (Exh). When lions are interpreted as to be exhaustively selected from a set of 

animals, (1b) is allowed the generic reading, as in (1biii). Assuming that generic sentences require 

a restrictor, this suggests that exhaustive non-generic subjects are mapped into the restrictor, while 

non-exhausitve non-generic subjects are mapped into the scope. Following the mapping hypothesis 

(Diesing 1992), this suggests that exhaustive subjects are interpreted outside of the vP, while non-

exhaustive non-generic subjects are interpreted within the vP.  

(1)  a.  Flowers grow. 

     i.  Flowers in general have the tendency to grow.   (subject: GEN/sentence: GEN) 

     ii. *There grows some flowers.               (subject: not GEN/sentence: GEN) 

   b. Saca-tul-i        tali-n-ta.       (Korean) 

     Lion-PL-NOM    run-PRS-DECL 

     i.  There are some lions that are running.            (Subj: non-Ex /Sentence: not GEN) 

     ii. *There are some lions that have the tendency to run.  (Subj: non-Ex/Sentence: GEN) 

     iii. It is lions that have the tendency to run habitually.   (Subj: Ex/ Sentence: GEN) 

Asymmetry at the surface That exhaustive and non-exhaustive i/ka-marked DPs are interpreted 

at distinct positions at LF does not guarantee that the two types of DPs occupy different positions 

at the surface; vP-external subjects in English can be interpreted as non-generic via reconstruction 

within the vP at LF (Diesing 1992). That exhaustive subjects and non-exhaustive subjects occupy 

two distinct positions at the surface is supported by the fact that they are distributed differently 

with respect to some relatively low adverbs. When subjects appear to the right of ppali, it is only 

allowed the non-exhaustive reading, as in (2a) while both reading is acceptable when the subject 

appears to its left, as in (2b). 

(2)  a.  Ppali   namwukkun-i       namwu-lul     calu-n-ta  

      fast     woodcutter-NOM     tree-ACC      cut-PRS-DECL 

      i.   *‘It is woodcutters that cuts trees fast.’       (Subj: Ex) 

      ii.  ‘Woodcutters are cutting trees fast.’         (Subj: non-Ex) 

   b.  Namwukkun-i      ppali   namwu-lul      calu-n-ta  

      woodcutter-NOM    fast    tree-ACC       cut-PRS-DECL 

      i.   ‘It is woodcutters that cuts trees fast.’       (Subj: Ex) 

      ii.  ‘Woodcutters are cutting trees fast.’         (Subj: non-Ex) 

Summary  That simple intransitive sentences with exhaustive i/ka-marked DPs are allowed the 

generic reading and that only non-exhaustive i/ka-marked DPs may appear below some low level 

adverbs suggest that exhaustive i/ka-marked DPs are located external to the vP at the surface and 

LF, while non-exhaustive/non-generic i/ka-marked DPs may remain within the vP. 
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